
KOBE EARTHQUAKE, JAPAN ESSAY

Free Essay: The Deaths of People in the Kobe Earthquake As a class we have The earthquake happened in Kobe, in
Japan, which show more content.

Living in the Midwest, we rarely experience the full potential of an earthquake. When large slabs of rock are
forced to slide along each other suddenly causing the water to move. Now an earthquake is also known as a
quake, tremor or temblor and is the perceptible shaking of the surface of the earth. It is a never ending debate
between who is better because both players have something different to bring to the table. Unfortunately it lies
above a destructive plate margin. This mega-quake located at the latitude  The pacific tsunami-warning centre
sends out a warning to Japan all the way to The United States of America. The strength of an earthquake can
range from being barely felt to being violent enough to take down entire cities. How the Japanese authorities
put thing's right afterwards. In school we did not participate in earthquake drills, and we were not informed on
how to handle such a catastrophe Where the movements begin is called the focus. However the men had two
very different approaches. In the world today there have been earthquakes that have totally destroyed entire
cities The lack of water also inhibited firefighting efforts. Remember all that for just 20 seconds of earthquake.
Nervous became fear as I ran to warn my parents I went into the house and I saw the dust falling down from
the ceiling and the picture frames swinging like a pendulum. It killed hundreds of people as it made its way
through the streets and fields, sweeping away boats, cars and homes. This was the largest recorded earthquake
to ever hit Japan. The movement of the fault can be explained by the Tectonic characteristic of west Japan.
Earthquakes - What are Earthquakes. Some residents we reinformed to expect no water service for two
months. An earthquake is a sudden movement of the Earth, caused by the rough release of strain that has
accumulated over time. The quake was felt from Oregon to Los Angeles, inland as far as Nevtada Both of
these two players are exciting to watch when they are on the basketball court.


